267. AXGLIA'S EVIDENCE
With reference to our criticism, Mr. Anglia writes as follows
to Mr, Gandhi :
I have carefully gone through your comments, in Indian Opinion, on my
evidence, I very much regret that you thought it fit to pass judgment before
publishing the full evidence in Gujarati. Was it worthily done? Be that as it
may, I believe that the paper exists for the community, and you claim to serve
the community. If, therefore, you mean to serve It well, you should print
the full text of the evidence in the next issue. You may then make whatever com-
ments you wish to. Until you reproduce the entire evidence, how can the public
form their own judgment?
We certainly intend to reproduce the evidence. We took it
that everyone must have read it in the local papers. But we have
with us a verbatim report. We intend to publish in Gujarati the
evidence as it appears in this report so that no injustice is done.
We offered our comments after seeing the report of the evidence
in the papers. If, after going through the verbatim report, we
feel like changing our opinion, we will certainly do so. But we
found the evidence as reported in the papers so bad that we did
not t¥r*k it proper to wait till we had read the full text. It was our
duty to give a timely warning. If the evidence was not correctly
reported in the Press, Mr. Anglia and Mr. Dada Osman should
have sent a correction to the Press. In any case, we shall, as we
have said, write again after going through the full text of the evidence.
[From Gujarati]
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gokhale
servotdia
poona
lectors   rabindranath   tagore   by   andrews   city   hall.
mayor    presiding    publicly    expressed    sympathy     with
andrews    mission.    very    large    distinguished     audience
mcseoting      prominent      members      parliament.      lecture
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